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Brief
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We collaborated with an international NGO called R0G media,who 

monitor and ght with hate speech and fake news on social media like 

Facebook about South Sudan,the youngest country in the world.We 

were told to work with Facebook data to create a diagrammatic 

representation of South Sudan hate speech and fake news,which 

may incite violence and racial discrimination in this country.



Research
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Background Research

At the beginning I did some research on the history of civil war of 

South Sudan and the present status of this country.It is not surprising 

that two tribes(Nuer and Dinka) fought with each other because 

different religious faiths and natural resources,such as oil and 

gas.Although they came to peace agreement once,the war never ends.

It was not easy to start this project because I was not familiar with the background of 

South Sudan and there are massive information I needed to choose for my project.



The picture of a jet 

FACEBOOK RESEARCH

Facebook Research

I realized that most people living in South Sudan I realized that most people living in South Sudan do not have access 

to Internet and some hate speeches and fake news are spread from 

mouth to mouth from people who view them on social 

media.Therefore,I think that information which may be valuable is 

information of some inuencing people.I stated to nd a certain 

person or event to narrow the context and I nally try to dig in a big 

inuencer on Facebook,called Gordon Buay.

During my research,I found a picture he posted of a jet with the ag of During my research,I found a picture he posted of a jet with the ag of 

South Sudan ,which was obviously articial but most of his followers 

were not aware of these,and so I was curious about the original 

picture and why most people thought it was real and some 

connections behind them. 

I searched for the original picture by Google Image and I found it I searched for the original picture by Google Image and I found it 

easily.Gordon Buay claimed that sovereignty of South Sudan can not 

be taken away by other countries and most people agreed with him 

but the few mentioned #UNtrusteeship,asserting that the UN can help 

South Sudan achieve peace.
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Idea Development
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First idea

In the rst sketch,I planed to In the rst sketch,I planed to compare the fake picture and the 

original one and show connections of people who shared and 

commented on the post.In the second sketch, I came up with the rst 

idea,which was a website of Truth or False game to make people 

know how a fake picture was spread over the social media and 

connections behind followers.However,the idea of a game was 

redundant and not useful.

First sketch

Second sketch



IDEA DEVELOPMENT

Data Collecting

Through collecting information of people who shared and commented 

on the post(name,number of friends,present address,hometown,Face-

book groups),I found some design opportunities:

1.show the reach of this post geographically;

2.show the group connections of people;

3.show their attitude towards this post;

4.show more information of each person(link,present address,home-

town and so far).
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Information of people who commented

Information of people who shared



IDEA DEVELOPMENT

Second Idea

   

By sketching,I marked the present address of people on a map and 

use different color to distinguish their attitudes towards the post,and I 

used lines to connect people in the same Facebook group.I used pho-

toshop to create the digital version as following.
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Sketch 1 Sketch 2

Digital version 1 Digital version 2



Concept Development
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During the tutorial with my tutor John,he pointed out some obvious 

problems of my initial idea:

1.The map was not necessary but confusing;

2.Those icons were confusing for they didn’t communicate the 

meanings clearly.

3.There are several groups but I just use one kind of line to different 

them and I should make the differences of groups clearly.

Then I replaced the map to a dot one and used different color to disThen I replaced the map to a dot one and used different color to dis-

tinguish groups.

Sketch

Dot map version



CONCEPT  DEVELOPMENT

I also created two introduction pages showing the context of this post 

and one page of people’s attitudes towards this picture.

I shared my initial work with Stephen on Skype and he pointed out I I shared my initial work with Stephen on Skype and he pointed out I 

could not nd the real thoughts of people because people are very 

complicated.They may say something like “well done”and”good job” 

just because they are supporters of Gordon Buay without even looking 

the picture.They may know that it is a fake picture but still pretend that 

they believe.In addition,the dot map was still not necessary.I also no-

ticed that the information of shares was more important and I 

needed to focus on it.needed to focus on it.
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Introduction pages



CONCEPT  DEVELOPMENT

I searched some examples of data visualization online to look for a 

better way to present information and then I sketched roughly .

I thought it was interesting if the circle will appear one by one accord-

ing to the time sequence of sharing and the circles are like radars 

spreading all the time.
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Concept sketch

Reference picture



CONCEPT  DEVELOPMENT

There were several problems of this design:

1.The background was not necessarily so dark;

2.The font sizes should be different;

3.Using the form of radar is not meaningful but redundant;

4.The way of presenting group connection was still confusing.
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CONCEPT  DEVELOPMENT

Then I came up with another concept.Instead of using the form of 

radar,I used circles of different colors to present different groups.

I collected I collected more data about sharers，including time of sharing and 

number of friends on Facebbok.There are 42 public shares,including 3 

in unknown address( not showing addresses on their Facebook pro-

les).I also calculated the number of sharers’ friends who are possible 

to see this post.In addition,I colored sharers with a large number of 

friends with different colors.
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Sketch

Data



CONCEPT  DEVELOPMENT

At the beginning,I used different colors to represent different groups 

and added a set of group lter at the top of the page.I also used dif-

ferent sizes of circles to show different numbers of Facebook friends 

of shares.At the bottom of the page,I added a time slider.Two number 

above the slider will increase and circles will appear one by one accord-

ing to the time sequence of sharing.

This design had two problems:

1.Using size to present number of friends is not that easy and not direct 

visually if the number of friends of two sharers are very close.

2.Circles are not easy to be connected together and if many sharers are 

living in the same place,these circles will look messy.

Therefore,I changed grey circles which represent sharers who are not 

in listed inuencing  groups to rounded rectangles but it was still not 

ideal.
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Circle Rounded rectangle



CONCEPT  DEVELOPMENT

I changed the shape to triangle and it looked much better.I got rid of 

the different sizes as well and used mouse hovering to show more 

information of sharers.But there are still some problems:

1.The title of this page ‘GROUP CONNECTIONS OF SHARERS’ is confus-

ing because I didn’t point out what these groups are.And the font size 

of the title is not appropriate,which is even smaller than the numbers 

at the bottom;

2.Triangle has the meaning of direction and this may be confusing for 

visitors;

3.The Facebook group connections  seem like very weak and it is un-

necessary to use group lters.
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CONCEPT  DEVELOPMENT

I found some great examples above and made a big change to my de-

sign.I got rid of the group lter and focused on inuencing peo-

ple,and changed the shape to hexagon,which is great to be put to-

gether.
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Interface Design And Interaction Design 
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In the rst page,I used a controller to compare the fake picture of a jet 

and the original one.I also added some information in the bottom 

right corner of each picture to make audiences understand the con-

text of my design.

Page 1

In terms of interface design,beside making beautiful interface,I tried to used proper layout and typography to 

present information clearly.I also used some interaction that helped visitors understand my design and kept 

them interested.



INTERFACE AND INTERACTION DESIGN

Page 2 Page 3

In the second page,I showed the introduction of the key person of 

Gordon Buay and added the links to his Facebook page and this post.

In the third page,in order to guide audience to the page of how this 

post was shared,I showed some data of this post and added the text 

showing how this post was shared, and inuencing Facebook groups.
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INTERFACE AND INTERACTION DESIGN

Page 4

I realized that it is the inuencers who have a large number of friends 

matter and so I used four different colors to different sharers with the 

different number of friends(more than 3000 friends,2000 to 3000 

friends,1000 to 2000 friends and less than 1000 friends).

Since the group connections of sharers are weak,I added some white Since the group connections of sharers are weak,I added some white 

oblique lines above the color to distinguish sharers in listed inuencing 

groups and showed the list of inuencing groups sorted by the 

number of group members directly(including links to each group).
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Final Outcome 
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I realized my design by coding,which is a tough task for me because I have weak base of coding.It was not as 

easy as what I do on photoshop to make my ideal interface by coding.With the help of Olive and Adam,I 

nally made it.

Page 1

Compare the fake picture and

the original one

Page 2

Introduction to Gordon Buay

I added some quotes from three articles 

about Gordon Buay at the bottom of this 

page to enrich the character of him.



Final Outcome 
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Page 3

Data of this  post

Page 5

 the list of inuencing Facebook 

groups



Final Outcome 
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Page 4

how the post was shared  

visitors are able to explore by 

themselves dragging the slider 

below.



Reection
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Something I have learned

This was the rst time I worked with massive data and I found that the This was the rst time I worked with massive data and I found that the 

hardest part was to select  useful data to visualize.There are so many 

information on Facebook and if I didn’t nd a limited context,I 

couldn’t do anything later.Showing necessary information clearly is 

the most important thing I’ve learned from this project.Designers 

should always view their designs from their audiences’ perspectives 

and show their design to them clearly and interestingly just like telling 

a compelling story.In addition,only after understanding data which I a compelling story.In addition,only after understanding data which I 

am working with,can I choose a proper form of design to present 

these data. 

Something Should Be Improved

The rst thing should be improved is the page of Introduction of 

Gorden Buay,in which I just show a brief of him and add some links to 

articles about him.There are tons of words in these articles and if I 

have more time,I will try to select some useful information from these 

articles and tell a whole story about him.There are also some bugs in 

my coding that are tricky to be xed and I will rene them later.                                                                            
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